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well day 73 out on the road...did I say something about "computers and tequila tools of the
devil!!!"???...I just spent a half an hour waxing poetic and literary only to loose the information 
aaaahhhhhhhHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!...enough to drive me even MORE insane!!!...OK let's give
this another go...22.1 miles (35.6452 km's) with 41,482 steps, for the week that would be 6 days
of walking for 131.2 miles (211.6129 km's) in 246,308 steps...trip-to-date 1522.1 miles (2455
km's) with 2,873,283 steps just a little over one third of the journey...findings for the day: 2
quarters & 2 pennies (just change in South Dakota), 1 CB radio antenna, 1 set of Dodge keys
with house key and mail box keys attached, 1 yellow Ferrari (filled with dirt and sand so I guess
it won't work very well!!!) and 1 bracelet with little charms attached to each link with "Manuel
Zed" on the back on four of the links (a name?)...a very good day for walking, sunshine, not too
hot with a very nice tail wind pushing me along...I always attempt to imagine the conversations
that preceded the various items to the road-side, "two sets of car keys, who needs 'em, one otta
work just fine" or "Manuel, I hate you and here see if you find find your bracelet now!" or "Jimmy
if you keep driving that Ferrari over your little brother's head it's going to get tossed out the
window! OK I warned you!!!" or "Ernie did you tighten up that antenna?"...rather odd how
formerly useful stuff becomes road-side litter (or treasures) for some odd-ball who comes
strolling by...Saturday night we had dinner at a little Mexican place just next door to the RV
park, VERY tasty!!! after which I caught a cab downtown to do a wee bit of bar
hopping...Saturday night in Spearfish at the B & D Bar, cold beer and blues then a bit later
across the street at Horses to Harleys for more cold beer and pool with the locals, Dave, Sara,
Wyatt and Sondra followed by a rather wise cab ride home...Sunday Mom got to go to church
and I got to watch football all day, finally found a person of intelligence from DISH (not much
there!!!) that was able to get the local channels (Jack from the Phillipenes), nice guy and unlike
MOST for the people at DISH he knew what he was doing and got me connected right
away...Monday ! got the tires rotated on the Jeep while Mom did some laundry...thank you Mike
Huber of Green's Brakes & Alignment in Belle Fourche for doing an excellent job at a very
reasonable price, it is nice to see people take pride in a job well done!!!...thanks, Becky for the
good food and good service at the Belle Inn for breakfast (wanna be my driver!?!?!?), made
arrangements to have the slide on the Beaver looked at in Whitewood tomorrow to get the slide
fixed...looks like all I have to do now is get the slide fixed, find a driver, walk another 3000 miles
and life will be back on an even keel, until the next curve ball served up by "LIFE"!!!...see ya'll
down the road...cheers!!!
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